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**Fig. S1. Flowchart for pilot study on ablative fractional laser (AFL)-assisted daylight photodynamic therapy (PDT) for multiple actinic keratoses (AKs) of the scalp and forehead in organ transplant recipients (OTRs).**

- **OTRs with AKs**
  - $n = 14$

- **Areas with >5 AKs**
  - $n = 28$
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- **Areas for AFL-assisted daylight PDT**
  - $n = 14$

  - **Lost to follow-up**
    - $n = 2$

  - **Areas for analysis**
    - **AFL-assisted daylight DT**
      - $n = 12$

      - **AKs in areas treated with AFL-assisted daylight PDT**
        - $n = 98$

- **Areas for daylight PDT**
  - $n = 14$
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  - **AKs in areas treated with daylight PDT**
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